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A comprehensive menu of The Hardware Cafe from Clancy covering all 15 menus and drinks can be found
here on the card. For changing offers, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on the

website. What User likes about The Hardware Cafe:
but did they try their burgers?! this was our 2nd time to the breakfast and they serve their entire menu all day! the
burgers were from this world! juicy and soou tasteful! handschnittfries. seriously the best burger we have in the

opposite of helena! don't get me wrong, the breakfast is also killer. but this burger! not to mention the employees
is amazing! can no longer recommend this restaurant! in any case we are... read more. The restaurant offers

complimentary WiFi for its guests. What User doesn't like about The Hardware Cafe:
We went here for a late breakfast . I ordered corned beef hash and eggs I also ordered a side of bacon. I think
took a long time and when it showed up there was no bacon. The waitress said ok, I'll go get that A long time

later she came back and said he said he put that on the plate so what do you want? Do you want more? I said
there wasn't any bacon she agreed to get the bacon. It took 20 minutes everything else was... read more. The
Hardware Cafe from Clancy is popular for its delicious burgers, to which delicious fries, salads and other sides
are served, They also present nice South American cuisine to you in the menu. Not to be overlooked is also the

large selection of coffee and tea specialties in this restaurant, In addition, you'll find sweet delicacies, cake,
simple snacks and chilled refreshments and hot beverages here.
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CHICKEN
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Opening Hours:
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